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Abstract: On one hand, this study has considered the theoretical foundations of foreign policy and parliamentary relations and introduction of new effect of parliamentary relations and the solutions to enhance and improve that at the political world using juridical-legal regulations. This study can be considered as a fundamental research to increase the information in theoretical field of jurisprudence and law, international relations and familiarity with this important concept in 21st century. On the other hand, because of investigating the issue of enhancement of parliamentary relations in field of politics in general form and the interaction of Islamic Consultative Assembly (Iranian Parliament) with international and regional parliamentary assemblies in special form and presentation of suggestions to enhance the interactions using juridical-legal regulations; this study can be considered as an applied research. In this study, the specialized knowledge and executive insight is improved from different aspects in field of theoretical (fundamental) and academic (applied) dimensions.

Introduction

Governments as the most underlying actors in international system are formed of structures and institutes encompassing their sovereignty dimensions and the domain of their independence and domestic and foreign management could be specified and defined based on authority. The domestic structures and institutes always play facilitating role for the governments. As it was mentioned before, parliament as one of the most
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important powers of triple powers of the state play key role in legislation and specifying the organizational frameworks. Determining foreign policy in every country needs at least 3 types of selection: selecting goals that means making decision in this field that what are the overall goals of the country in the arena of international policy and what are the special goals in special situations? Such selection mostly needs sacrificing or endangering some goals for realization of more valuable goals. Second, after setting goals and determining their priority, the next step is to select and implement methods, which can most likely help achieving those goals. In step 3, the capabilities should be determined. Judgment of politicians on this issue that what they can do due to the capabilities of other countries can affect both early selections (Moradi and Maghsoudi, 2013, 6-8).

Although the Constitution of every country has specified the way of foreign policy making or authorized institutes or organizations in this field, the role of parliament in this domain cannot be ignored. Foreign policy is an attitude considering determination of principles, goals and interests in foreign behavior of every political unit with other units and international environment. In determination of these principles, the goals and interests; the parliament and the representatives play key role until the time that foreign policy remains in conceptualization step. Iranian Parliament in legal frameworks can play key role in foreign relations. In this regard, parliament has established parliamentary friendship groups to enhance the inter-parliamentary relations with different countries of the world and serious organization of these groups can undoubtedly pave the way for enhancing the relations. In regard with parliamentary friendship groups as informal or formal institute as a sub-branch of legislative power and its impact on foreign policy, several notes are presented:

1. The providers and executors of foreign policy are mostly non-parliamentary forces.

2. The supervision and impact should be differentiated. Parliaments have mostly more legal aspects in foreign policy and have less effectiveness.

3. Parliamentary friendship groups are groups among parliaments of
different countries and as it is obvious from their name; they tend to provide friendship among parliaments and they never consider foreign policy.

4. The range of inclusion of parliamentary friendship groups is not like foreign policy. The domain of activity of foreign policy is wide extended; although parliamentary groups are established just with the aim of improvement of inter-parliamentary relations.

5. Difference should be considered among foreign policy, foreign relations and parliamentary relations (Moradi and Maghsoodi, 2013, 10-14).

In general, it could be claimed that the main objective of this study is to identify the solutions to facilitate and improve interaction of Iranian Parliament (Majlis) with regional and international parliamentary assemblies based on juridical and legal principles. In other words, the main objective of this study is identifying the role of juridical and legal teachings in parliamentary diplomacy of Islamic Republic of Iran.

The objectives of this study are as follows:

• Recognizing the position of parliamentary friendship groups in parliamentary diplomacy
• Recognizing the existing approaches to role of parliaments in foreign policy as the instrument to follow up the foreign policy
• Recognizing regional and trans-regional parliamentary assemblies
• Recognizing the upcoming damages of parliamentary diplomacy of Islamic Republic of Iran in field of foreign policy.

After the statement of problem and making conclusion of the said things in this study, following questions are answered:

1. What principles should be considered and applied in international relation with other countries?
2. How the relation of Majlis with the government should be to improve the public diplomacy of Islamic Republic of Iran?
3. Membership of Iranian Parliament in which regional and international parliamentary assembly can improve state diplomacy of Iran?
4. What are the most underlying political, economic, social and legal barriers to interaction of
Iranian parliament with regional and international parliamentary assemblies?

5. What are the most effective factors in increasing the influence of Islamic Republic of Iran at the world and the Middle East?

6. What are the legislative, supervisory, political and economic factors affecting improvement of interaction of Iranian Parliament with regional and international parliamentary assemblies?

The shortcomings and damages against parliamentary friendship groups of Islamic Consultative Assembly (Iranian Parliament)

The parliamentary diplomacy parliamentary diplomacy has a way with many ups and downs in its bilateral and multilateral dimensions, since the governments resist against power diminishing and effectiveness in international domains. In some countries, because of domestic issues and special political structures, there is no Parliament or it has weak position.

The spirit of freedom, liberty and morality can be also one of the elements existed typically in parliaments more than the governments and governors and can be itself a factor in regard with slow movement of parliamentary diplomacy against the movements and state diplomacy. Another problem for the parliament to play international role can be the way of interaction of each parliament with its national state. If the Parliamentary representatives accept with their own honesty and the officials accept with their dignity that parliamentary diplomacy is complementary member of state diplomacy, moving in this way would be easy. Another issue is lack of brilliant diplomats in the parliaments around the world or lack of interference of these people in meetings, summits and international summits. The problem is evident that the cabinets submitted by the parliaments are not typically armed to politics or lack sufficient efficiency in interaction with other representatives and other cabinets of other countries because of lack of dominance on stranger language. This issue is in consistence with the juridical principle "peaceful coexistence" mentioned before.

The opportunities of development of parliamentary diplomacy in the foreign policy system
According to many scholars, parliamentary diplomacy is in fact continuing the foreign policy of the state in semi-official frame, along with a little facilitation and agreement in attitude towards performance of foreign ministry and official diplomats. The performance of parliamentary diplomacy has two main frames. The first one can be Parliamentary Friendship Working Groups. Parliamentary friendship groups are established in framework of the agreements between parliaments and the members include representatives from every parliament. Member representatives of parliamentary friendship group are in facts diplomats of a country with specialized activity on that country. The representatives have periodic trips to the said country and have direct meetings with the representatives. Moreover, other relations are also created with the representatives of that state during the parliament period and some exchanges of ideas are also taken on different opinions and common positions. On the other hand, some meetings are also made in these trips with officials of foreign policy, which should be applied to follow up the desired interests. The second framework in this regard can be the trips of parliamentary cabinets, which are mostly done to investigate the special issues and making agreement on main issues. In this regard, some references are presented in next section. The most underlying impact of the activity in vote of parliamentary cabinets in international assemblies is shown.

Empowerment of regional and international parliamentary assemblies

Another task and manifestation of parliamentary diplomacy can be effective presence in regional and international parliamentary assemblies and enhancement of function of the organizations and using them to provide the national interests and achievement to some levels of convergence and codification of international standards based on the laws and rationality and away from the powerfulness and dominance of foreign policy. In this regard, observance of juridical principle "keeping promise" is essential. Quran verses and the narratives (Hadiths), especially prophetic narratives, have emphasized the necessity of keeping all promises and commitments and have
mentioned that the promise can be cancelled only in case of violation of other party; otherwise, keeping promise is the sentence of wisdom and law. only in such cases, regional and international parliamentary assemblies can be empowered and their decisions can gain sanctions.

**Increasing effectiveness of international parliamentary organizations**

Parliamentary diplomacy in its least limitation has two components and one of them is presence in international parliamentary assemblies. The organizations are abundantly efficient in fields such as human rights, civic freedoms, combating organized crimes and energy security due to the increased parliamentary humanitarian interferences and their role is being increased as time goes. In this regard, the political consultations of representatives of Iranian Parliament in margin of summits of the organizations can play alternative role to achieve a common parliamentary formula and solving the regional challenges.

Participation of representatives of many countries in sessions of the organizations can be also good opportunity, which can be used to become familiar with various methods of function of the parliaments at the world and using experiences of other parliaments and can also enhance the inter-parliamentary relations of different countries.

One of the juridical rules emphasized in this filed is "rule of necessity". In political jurisprudence, rule of necessity has various uses. Religious leaders use the rule for submission of the other party and to make that party to be committed to the regulations to prove the rightfulness and have used that also in relations of Muslims with non-Muslim people. It means that one of the ways to enhance effectiveness of international parliamentary organizations is making parties be committed to regulations.

**Strategic planning against parliamentary friendship groups**

One of the ways to improve foreign policy strategy of Islamic Republic of Iran is maximization of
using capacity of parliamentary diplomacy in continental and trans-regional levels, since development of parliamentary cooperation can provide the conditions for conclusion of bilateral or multilateral defense-security agreements between specialized committees of parliament with parliamentary counterparts in regional states, especially Islamic and neighbor states with the aim of increasing regional convergence.

Parliamentary groups are non-official groups, the function of which in one of the most political institutes of the state is humanitarian function with the aim of affecting progress of foreign relations. If these groups have codified a serious plan, they can have many advantages and the capacities of these groups to create required conditions of the state to extend the relations with other countries should be thought seriously.

The requirements of enhancing efficiency of parliamentary friendship groups of Islamic Consultative assembly

As it was mentioned before, diplomacy or the dominate principles on diplomatic relations can be defined as the knowledge of relationship of the politicians and officials of the world. Today, diplomacy has gained different branches and the imagination that the diplomacy can be progressed only in foreign affair system and in state affairs can't be explained anymore. As a result, according to the extension and the range of issues in bilateral or multilateral relations of states making the international system and policy involved; along with the international political institutes and governments, the parliament of states with a combination of experts is playing role in development of relations and solution of international problems and challenges and in frame of parliamentary diplomacy.

At today's world, according to the extension and complexities of political relations, a country needs to use all instruments to express the ideas and to provide the interests in different fields. One of the instruments or elements can be state parliament. Today, due to politics of the UN and inefficiency of the main body of the institute (Security Council of the UN) that has focused the international security; the politicians of countries have been encouraged to
consider the new instruments and solutions to solve the bilateral or multilateral problems to solve international challenges. Hence, with understanding some challenges and weaknesses and strengths of diplomacy system in foreign policy, activation of parliamentary capacities can be understood. The measure is not in conflict with macro policies of a country, since there is no difference between macro positions and principles of parliament and the government, but also they are different in using tactics, methods and activating corresponding institutes in target states through the parliament and parliamentary diplomacy. As a result, it could be claimed that parliamentary diplomacy can be effective step towards development of relations of countries. Hence, it is necessary to take measure to enhance the efficiency of parliamentary friendship groups (Divsalar, 2011, 12-17).

The most underlying decisions, requirements and solutions enhancing the rich capacity of friendship groups in coordinates of foreign policy of Islamic Republic of Iran are presented in the following (Rasoolizadeh, 2011, 8-12).

Transparency of the domain and duties and mission of parliamentary friendship groups

One of the main goals of the parliamentary friendship groups in the statute of the Iranian Parliament is providing conditions to extend the mentioned relations. At the first, it is necessary to specify the type of relations, since the term "extension of relations" is extended and ambiguous and can make some interference with the duties of executive systems. Here and with legal view, the said juridical principles can be considered to extend the parliamentary relations. For example, one of the main principles is the rule of negation authority on family laws, which should be considered in extension of parliamentary relations. According to the said rule, the way of any kind of influence and dominance of unbelievers on Islamic societies in different political, military, economic and cultural domains should be banned.

Regulation of activity of these groups in domestic statutes of Islamic Consultative Assembly
The issue of parliamentary diplomacy is a new concept, which has been created and evolved over the decades and hence, the constitution has just discussed on the legislation, representativeness and parliamentary supervision. Hence, it is suggested to specify the mission and goals of these groups clearly in domestic regulations of Iranian Parliament.

Consistency and orientation of parliamentary friendship groups with state official diplomacy

Parliamentary friendship groups have not reached agreement with the Ministry of foreign Affairs. The recommendation is to create the consistency between goals of parliamentary diplomacy of parliament and the Ministry of Foreign Affairs to prevent the political friction with that ministry. Here, using the juridical rule "expediency" is highlighted. Basically, expediency gives a kind of flexibility to religion and Islamic sentences to preserve the principle under different and sensitive conditions. However, it is necessary for the expediencies to be in line with general soul of duty and to preserve the origin of religion.

Observance of rule of expediency makes people integrating the interests of Islamic nation and national interests elegantly and considers expediency of preservation of system and rule of priority of the most important thing to provide the conditions to provide interests of Islamic nation. In fact, observance of the 3 recent rules can be good criterion to provide balance to create interest of Islamic nation and national interests and to prevent intervention of the two priorities and underlying expediencies.

Drawing the plan of parliamentary diplomacy way in 4-year period of parliament

There is direct relationship between establishment of integrated parliamentary diplomacy and efficiency of parliamentary friendship groups. Determining 1-year and 4-year diplomacy strategy directly can increase the efficiency of parliamentary friendship groups of Iranian parliament. Here, the importance of the rule "the most important thing" is cleared. The aim by "the most important thing" is the thing that is more important than any other thing and has more expediency and
less harm and using the rational criteria in consistency with law, the circle and the priority of the most important thing can be achieved. In field of parliamentary friendship groups, one of the most underlying issues is the plan of way of parliamentary diplomacy.

**Analysis of the annual performance of parliamentary friendship groups**

Every structure can be successful when there is a mechanism to analyze its performance. Parliamentary friendship groups are not an exception and it is necessary to analyze and publish annual performance and achievement of the groups. Pathology of performance of friendship groups can directly affect restoration of some inefficient approaches. At the modern today, one can escape from performance measures. Lack of an integrated and systematic approach compared to performance measurement is a key limitation for integration, effectiveness and organizational performance. Performance management is associated with the way of using performance measurement systems to manage the performance of an organization. The early works in field of performance management identified several factors affecting success and failure of performance measurement and improving measures. These factors are presented in the following and can be used to measure the performance measurement of parliamentary friendship groups (Azar and Asgari, 2018, 56-58):

- Availability and using adequate information and communication systems
- Simplicity and user-oriented nature of performance measurement systems
- Commitment of heads of parliamentary friendship groups
- Organizational structure, distribution of responsiveness and accountability
- Size and complexity of parliamentary friendship groups
- Maturity of the parliament in learning the way of working with performance measurement system
- Organizational structure and management style, especially need to transparency, stability, accuracy and trust
- Transparency of goal
- Designing performance measurement system causing creation of unwanted complications

**Membership of representatives of border provinces in parliamentary friendship groups of neighbor states**

The representatives of border provinces have some information about the cultural and social behavior of neighbor states based on rule of adjacency of territory. Considering the principle of territory and cultural nearness can make the legislator take integrated management to specialize these groups more than before.

Analysis of arrangement of parliamentary friendship groups shows that some representatives of border provinces observe the principle of geographical and cultural nearness and have become a member of in the parliamentary groups of some neighbor states of Islamic Republic of Iran and the number of examples need to be increased. For example in course 6, the representatives of Zahedan and Tabriz (Bagher Kurd and Ali Asghar Sherdoost) respectively became members of parliamentary groups of parliament of India and Parliament of Republic of Azerbaijan. In course 7, the representatives of Khuzestan and Zahedan were member of no one of the parliamentary friendship groups of neighbor states.

**Attention of non-official diplomacy of parliamentary friendship groups towards attracting foreign investment**

It seems that based on the sanctions and economic problems, some part of official and parliamentary diplomacy movements are going towards reduction of economic pressures from the channel of foreign policy. Role creation and counseling of parliamentary friendship groups can be a part of the puzzle of this approach. In this regard, over the years, seminar of these groups with economic organizations is increased and the examples can be holding third annual summit of the members of management committee of parliamentary groups of parliament 8 and the management committee of chambers and the common commercial assemblies with presence of a group of activists of private sector in 2009. It is suggested to specify certain working plan or modality for the parliamentary friendship group in economic field. In
this regard, attachment of economic and cultural issues to the statute of parliamentary friendship groups can be a focus point in economic diplomacy movements of ninth parliament.

Membership in international treaties and contracts

In accordance with article 125 of Constitution of Islamic Republic of Iran, membership in international treaties takes official and legal form when they are approved by the Iranian Parliament. Accordingly, without the positive vote of parliament, no one can enter to many scopes of foreign relations based on different treaties. Under current conditions, international law is being extended because of increase in international multilateral treaties and it seems that has possessed certain aspect of foreign relations of every country. Iranian parliament can approve or reject membership in some international treaties to protect the national interests of country in foreign arena through this. It should be noted that the executive officials sometimes have to sign a treaty based on necessity; although the parliament has not such considerations and follow the cases freely and vote for acceptance or rejection. One of the most important international treaties in recent years has been Covenant of Action (Joint Action Plan), which was signed with the 5+1 group and the parliament approved that after studying that.

General evaluation of strengths and weaknesses of parliamentary diplomacy of Islamic Republic of Iran

In general view, it should be mentioned that Iran's parliamentary diplomacy is an effective diplomacy in world relations and is available and can at the same time facilitate the diplomacy in national level, which can pave the way for extension of relations in political and economic level.

Parliamentary friendship groups, like diplomatic assemblies, can't bargain in bilateral or multilateral negotiations, but also they are in fact groups established in legislation assemblies and taking their mission based on stabilization of the inter-parliamentary relations. These groups should pay attention that there are differences between foreign policy and principles and relevant goals on one hand and friendship relations and enhancement of relations on the other
hand. Although enhancement of relations can be evaluated in line with supplying goals of foreign policy, they can't be same. The most underlying function and role of parliamentary friendship groups in foreign policy can pave the way for progress of state foreign policy. In other words, parliamentary friendship groups are semi-official channels, which can play key role in extension of foreign relations of state with other countries through gaining attention of parliamentary friendship group of target states.

According to this study, it was found that all of these capacities are not used in Iran and the Inter-parliamentary Union (IPU) has gained more successes in field of foreign relations. Bilateral cooperation of Iran and the IPU has doubled the effectiveness and influence of the international parliamentary institute and has drawn constructive future for common parliamentary cooperation for trans-regional legislative supports, combating violence, food security, world financial crisis, terrorism and enhancement of role of parliaments in development of security, political and economic decision making system. The most underlying results obtained from comparative study of parliamentary friendship groups of Germany, France, Portugal, Turkey, Canada, Australia and Iran can be mentioned as follows:

- Increased importance of humanitarian issues and democracy in prioritization of parliamentary friendship groups
- Role creation in solving disputes with other countries
- Role creation in trust making and tension removing with other countries
- Political-legal assistance to collect information and relevant documents of special issues
- Accelerating the process of approving bilateral agreements with other countries
- Following common interests in legislative assemblies of two states and accelerating the process of approving special issue
- Creating parliamentary source to for continuous revision of efficiency of friendship groups
- Using efficient instruments and methods for more role creation of parliamentary friendship groups in parliamentary diplomacy movements
• Negotiation with foreign ministers and creating specialized seats in parliamentary friendship groups
• Matching priorities of parliamentary diplomacy with movements of pioneers of state foreign policy
• Purposeful invitation of parliamentary assemblies of other countries
• Expertise and decentralization in criteria of appointing the chairman of parliamentary friendship groups
• Drawing and determining certain plan to organize the goals and missions of parliamentary friendship groups or the way of hostage of parliamentary diplomatic assemblies
• Using consultative opinion of national security commission and foreign policy in establishment of parliamentary friendship groups
• Taking benefit of independent budget row, determining some limitations for presence of a legislator in more than one parliamentary friendship group
• Purposeful cooperation of some heads of parliamentary friendship groups in foreign trips of custodians of foreign policy in executive power
• Increasing the cooperation with inter-parliamentary organizations
• Lack of financial and political dependence of heads of parliamentary friendship groups with activity of members of Iran's inter-parliamentary union

It could be mentioned that with the efforts taken in this field, the opportunity of membership of Islamic Republic of Iran in executive committee of IPU has been underlying issue, which was provided for the first time after 50 years. The membership can provide new space for extension of interactions and relations of parliaments of different countries and new phase has been begun in this field. Hence, a measure needed to be taken in this field is amendment of the statute and providing the required conditions to create suitable capacities in executive assembly of IPU in Islamic Republic of Iran. This is because; good capacity is created, based on which the required conditions should be created to modify the structure of international affairs of parliament.
At the end, it should be noted that as many interactions can't be taken in state level and foreign ministry, they can be realized through the parliaments by means of parliamentary friendship groups with underlying role in affecting the process of foreign policy as one of the most important diplomatic instruments to attend in regional and international interactions in case of meeting the shortcomings and providing good solutions for maximum use of role of these groups. However, the IPU is currently more effective than friendship groups in field of parliamentary diplomacy.

Conclusion

In this section, using the analysis presented in this study, in addition to present the conclusions, the objectives and questions presented in introduction are discussed.

On the presented questions in introduction, following answers are presented?

1. What principles should be considered in international interaction with other countries?

Diplomacy is a kind of knowledge combined of law (where the international relations and world peace and situation of diplomats and regulation of the relations of diplomatic representatives is considered) political art (where individual innovations are needed for negotiations and execution of foreign policy to preserve the national interests and friendship of the governments), technique of formalities (to facilitate the contacts of representatives of different governments) and management (to manage the current and daily affairs of embassies and relevant institutes of foreign policy). Effective and efficient international interaction has principles, the observance of which can guarantee its success. In the Constitution of Islamic Republic of Iran, the issue of politics and foreign relations are considered significantly. Hence, allocating chapter 10 of Constitution to foreign policy and also other articles considering the foreign policy can show the framework of foreign policy. 4 articles including 152, 153, 154 and 155 of constitution
have discussed on goals, purposes and regulations of foreign policy of Islamic Republic of Iran. Hence, the principles needed to be considered in interaction with other countries include negation of dominance, negation of authority on family law, preservation of independence and prevention of influence of strangers, taking effort for coalition and alliance of Muslim nations and unity of the Islamic world and defending the rights of Muslims, combating violation and seeking justice and rejection of dominance system at the world and supporting rightfulness fights of the poor, defending rights of all Muslims of the world, taking effort to realize the happiness of all people of human society, prohibiting the contracts causing dominance of strangers on the country, recognizing independence, freedom and the governance of rights and justice as law of all people, avoiding any kind of interference in domestic affairs of other nations, inseparability of freedom, unity and territorial integrity, priority of relations with Islamic states on non-Islamic states, lack of commitment against dominating powers, peaceful relations and acceptance of governance based on right and justice, accepting political refuge (Akhavan kazemi, 2013, 232-233).

2. How the relationship between parliament and government should be to empower the public diplomacy of Islamic Republic of Iran?

The issue of interaction of powers, especially legislative and executive powers, is a legal-political, theoretical-applied and practical-academic issue. Moreover, it is one of the discussions of fundamental rights, which is very important and can affect the peace and spiritual, political, social and economic stability of the society and providing efficiency of governmental systems. If the parliament and government as two independent powers go forward alongside, they can have significant effect on accelerating the process of development of country and improving the public diplomacy. This issue is important, especially in field of foreign relations and where many challenging laws can be changed with interaction of the two sectors. Over the years, it has been observed that wherever gap is created between the parliament and the government, negative results have been obtained and public
diplomacy of country is damaged hardly. Mismatch and lack of unity of powers is harmful and the damages have deep and wide extended dimensions. Some of the most important barriers to enhance the relationship between parliament and government are (Hashemzadeh Harisi, 2011, 25-36):

- Structural inefficiency
- Imbalance of powers with responsibilities
- Bad interpretation of national law and interests
- Powerfulness
- Spiritual and ethical weaknesses
- Political group-orientation
- Social differences
- Problems
- Weakness of interaction, consultation and exchange of ideas

3. Membership of Iranian parliament in which regional and international parliamentary assembly can empower state diplomacy?

Because of having public station, the Iranian parliament has high capacity for role creation in field of domestic and international issues, which has tried in this field over the years with holding regular summits in level of world inter-parliamentary union, Islamic inter-parliamentary assembly and Asian assemblies. Establishment of different committees in margin of the summits with presence of representatives of the parliaments of the world can be good opportunity for expertise investigation of the problems of the world and gaining comprehensive solution. Parliament can help smoothing the regional and international space easier than diplomacy system. Membership of Iranian parliament is successful in those assemblies, the goals of which are in line with goals of the Islamic Republic of Iran and those enhancing the role and position of Iran in worldwide equations.

4. What are the most underlying political, social, economic and legal barriers to interaction of Iranian parliament with regional and international parliamentary assemblies?

The most underlying barriers and damages against parliamentary diplomacy of Islamic Republic of Iran with negative effects on interaction of parliament with regional and
international parliamentary assemblies are:

- Instability of diplomatic activities
- Lack of custodian
- Lack of parliamentary secretary general
- Lack of experienced experts and translators
- Lack of international deputy in parliament structure
- Freedom of parliamentary friendship groups
- Negligence of expertise
- Lack of activities of parties in parliament
- Lack of applied attitude towards parliamentary friendship groups
- Lack of consistency of expertise of the representative with tasks of friendship groups
- Lack of familiarity of some representatives with foreign languages
- Provincial and racial considerations in appointing the members of friendship groups
- High activity of representatives for membership in some friendship groups

5. What are the most underlying factors affecting increasing impact of Islamic Republic of Iran on the world and Middle East?

The impact factor as the effectiveness component of governments can be defined as the effort of regional powers to force other governments to continue an action or policy in line with their interests. According to regional evolutions and role creation of Iran in Iraq, Syria, Lebanon and Yemen; the issue of impact factor of Iran is significantly considered by other countries.

The sect divisions and interference of foreign powers at the Middle East can increase influence and power of Iran in the region. Certainly, Islamic Republic of Iran has been the greatest winner of chaos over the years at the Middle East. Over the past years, Iran has been successful to gain considerable impact in Middle East states (Lebanon, Syria, Iraq and Yemen). Some analysts and politicians criticized Obama because of choosing soft policy at the Middle East, which could increase impact of Iran. Interestingly, in each country, the main competitors of Iran (Arabia, Israel and USA) have accidently caused
increased power and impact of Iran. In other words, any kind of foreign interference in these countries has unwantedly empowered the Shiite group, fans of Iran, at these countries. However, the question is that how the main competitors of Iran have caused victory of Iran at the Middle East? One of the countries, at which Iran has been successful to gain power, is Lebanon. In this case, it should be mentioned that Israel, the main enemy of Iran, has accidently made Arabic countries come close to Iran. In 1982, Israel invaded to Lebanon and occupied south of Lebanon until 2000. The reverse result of the interference was increased impact and power of Iran and advent of Hezbollah Organization with thought of Shiite in Lebanon. Combating Zionism and foreign occupation of that by Iran caused wide range support of Shiites of Lebanon for Iran. the result is that Lebanon government is the real and powerful representative of Iran in neighborhood of Israel and the force can preserve and increase impact of Iran. Therefore, the main enemy of Iran, Israel, could gain very high position in its neighborhood.

6. What are legislative, supervisory, political and social and economic factors affecting improvement of interaction of Iranian parliament with regional and international parliamentary assemblies?

Unfortunately, Iranian officials pay no sufficient attention to parliamentary diplomacy. To change the situation, the attitudes of decision makers and executors of foreign policy should be changed first of all and the changes should be prevailed to the domain of action gradually. Hence, following items shall be considered:

- Local benchmarking of experience of some parliamentary systems
- Development of cyber parliamentary diplomacy
- Designing integrated plan to create regional parliamentary organizations
- Using capacity of NGOs
- Strategic planning against parliamentary friendship groups
- Transparency of the domain of duties and mission of parliamentary friendship groups
Paying attention to two rules of geographical and cultural connectivity
Organization of activity of these groups in domestic regulations of Iranian Parliament
Consistency of orientation of parliamentary friendship groups with state official diplomacy
Drawing diplomacy way plan in 4-year parliament period
Investigating annual performance of parliamentary friendship groups
Making balance and consistency between qualitative and quantitative growth
Highlighting role of national security and foreign policy commission
Membership of representatives of border provinces in parliamentary groups of neighbor states
Considering executive backgrounds of legislator
Attention of some part of non-official diplomacy of parliamentary friendship groups towards attracting foreign investment
Using experiences of former representatives

Paying sufficient attention to language and discourse of foreign policy
Membership in international treaties and contracts

Finally, with emphasizing the objectives of this study, it could be found that this study has investigated the theoretical framework and literature of the issue in field of juridical and legal principles of diplomacy of Islamic government and the way to make parliamentary friendship groups efficient and to enhance effectiveness of the interaction of Islamic Consultative Assembly with parliamentary assemblies; the author has been capable to achieve good model of the strategies and solutions in this field. In this section, the model questions are introduced and presented separately. The model can be suggested as an applied and almost comprehensive package containing many underlying principles relevant to interaction of Iranian parliament with regional and international parliamentary assemblies, along with general concepts for the Iranian parliament and the Foreign Ministry specifically and for all
activists of foreign policy and parliamentary relations generally.
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